We show through the simulation experiments that the MIN-entropy outperforms the LCDM under various data distributions.
Intra-query parallelism is important for achieving high performance in parallel processing environment. For processing a signatrue file in parallel, an effective declustering algon'thm that must avoid data skew and execution skew is needed. however, many data-intensive applications such as of&e automation, multimedia database systems, design applications(e.g., CAD/CAM, CASE), advanced information retrieval systems, and some classes of AI applications handle the new kind of data, unformatted data. These applications require new, more convenient and more efficient storage organization.
An approach widely advocated for the unformatted data as well as the formatted one is to use the signature file method [3] .
In general, the signature file method constructs document signature from word signatures by using superimposed coding method, and then stores them in a separate signature file. When processing a query, the signature file is scanned in advance and many nonqualifying documents are discarded. Figure 1 illustrates the construction of a document signature using superimposed coding method, where a document consists of three words, say "Database", "Parallel" and "Information". Here, a signature length is twelve and the number of bits which are set to '1' in a word signature is two. Filter are the software approach that fragments a signature file properly [6, 11, 201 . In general, two signature file fragmentation schemes are possible : vertical and horizontal fragmentation.
The vertical fragmentation which is the extension of frame-sliced signature file organization is suitable to inter-query parallelism. On the contrary, the horizontal fragmentation can be used for intra-query parallelism. The FSF uses mixed fragmentation.
By vertical fragmentation, it decomposes a signature file into a disjoint set of signature file frames.
On the other hand, through horizontal fragmentation, a signature file is decomposed into a disjoint set of signature sub-files, where all signatures in each sub-file have a common signature key. This kind of fragmentations can be seen as a product derived from global signature file in two consequent steps, involving vertical and horizontal fragmentation. Because they produce disjoint data fragments vertically and horizontally, the mixed fragments are also disjoint.
This disjoint fragments are distributed to given processing nodes. This approach is suitable to inter-query parallelism because, for a signature query, qualified fragments are only the subset of all fragments.
The Key-based partition method partitions a signature file horizontally.
However, its goal is to achieve inter-query parallelism.
It partitions signatures with same signature key into the same fragment and distributes them to the same processing node. Like the FSF for given signature query, only partitions with the qualifying signature key are searched. The Hamming Filter is the only one whose goal is intra-query parallelism. It decomposes a signature file horizontally through the LCDM that is a declustering method using linear code.
The LCDM has practically no execution skew, provided the data itself is not skewed.
Linear Code Method(LCDM) Decomposition
In this section, the basic definitions and properties of binary linear codes that are useful in a signature file decomposition scheme of the Hamming Filter are given. A C(n, Jr) binary linear code is a subspace of dimension k of the vector space (0, 1)" of all the binary words of length n. The 2k elements of C(n, Jr) are called codewords and can be written, in general, as c = (cl, ~2, . . . . cn), where each ci is a bit. The weight of a codeword is the number of its l-valued bits. The distance of two codewords cl and cz is the weight of (~1 -cz), that is, the number of bits by which the two codewords differ. The minimum distance, d, of C(n, Jz) is the minimum Hamming distance between its codewords and coincides with the minimum weight of its nonzero codewords. The notation C(n, Jz, d) denotes a C(n, k) code with minimum distance d. For the (n -/r) x n matrix, H, called the check matrix of the code, any codeword c has the property that H .cT = 0 (upperscript T denotes vector transposition).
In general, for every word a E {O, 1Y , the word y = (~1, YZ, . . . . ym>, given by yT = H .aT, is called the syndrome of a. Because the dimension of y is m, the number of possible syndrome is Y". The set of all words sharing the same syndrome is exactly 2" words.
If any two words, al and a;! have the same syndrome, then the minimum distance between them is d called the Hamming distance. The LCDM uses this syndrome property of the linear code. We can say that the codewords with the same syndrome are uniformly distributed by the execution load for non-skewed data, becusse the Hamming distance is guaranteed between its codewords, Figure 2 shows that the LCDM decomposes linear space (0, 1)" into 2"-' C(n, Ic)s that have the same syndrome respectively.
2.3
Problems of the LCDM For intra-query parallelism, it is required that good declustering algorithm should avoid data skew and execution skew. The LCDM has no execution skew for non-skewed data. However, since the LCDM allocates signatures with same suffix into the same processing node, it can't avoid data skew if many signatures have same suffix. In addition, it has following problems that make the LCDM unsuitable to parallelism.
First, it is not scalable to processing nodes. Strictly speaking, its degree of parallelism is only a power of two. Second, it is not deterministic algorithm.
For the sufl'ix with the m-size, m! check matrixes can be used for the LCDM to decluster a signature file. The choice of the check matrix can affect the declustering performance of the LCDM. Finally, the LCDM may lead to information loss because it only uses partial inforamtion, the suffix of the signature.
Proposed
Signature File Declustering Algorithm
In this section, we propose the MIN-entropy algorithm that declusters a signature file effectively, by which various problems in the LCDM can be alleviated.
We use SN as a base platform for large parallel signature file organizations.
Processing a signature query effectively in SN systems requires data to be declustered evenly and independently to each processing node.
For efficient query retrieval, we adopt intraquery parallelism as our basic parallelism. The works on signature file fragmentation for intra-query parallelism are to minimize the query response time by distributing fragments of a signature file among the specific number of processing units and processing them in parallel.
With p parallel processing units, the response time to a signature query is defined as max{C~,C~,...Cp}, where Ci(l 5 i < p) is the response time (i.e., the cost measured as the number of physical page accesses) of the i-th processing unit.
For the intra-query parallelism, a good declustering algorithm is needed. It must avoid : (1) data skew -much more data is placed in one fragment than in the others, and (2) execution skew -execution time in one fragment is much higher than in the others.
Before describing our algorithm, it is necessary to introduce some notations and definitions. Example 3.1 Let Sii, s;s, Sis be the signatures in the i-th node where n = 12, rni = 3 such that Sii = (1001010111000001),Si~=(101000 1111110000), s~3=(0010110010100 1 0 1). Then, count vector of i-th node is cui =<2, 0, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 2, 2, 1, 0, 1, 0, 2> shown in the Figure 3 . Therefore, the variance of the cv; is 2.08 which is the signature entropy of i-th node. To reduce response time of searching a signature file, we should decluster a signature file efficiently so that execution loads are evenly distributed.
However, it has been shown that perfect optimal distribution does not exist for a signature file[9, 171. In general, when searching a signature file for a signature query, we only compare the bits which are set to 'I'. Therefore, it is important to find positions of bits set to 1. The basic idea of the MIN-en2ropy is to approximate the execution load by using the statistical information that is the accumulated lbit-position data of signatures previously allocated to each node. To approximate the execution load, the MIN-en2ropy maintains n count vectors for n processing nodes, where n is the number of all processing nodes. The count vector of i-th node, czli is the vertical sum of signatures previously allocated to i-th node as defined before. Logically, we can say that the cvi means the distribution of the potential execution load for i-th node. The signature entropy of i-th node, SEi can be used as the measure of execution load uniformity of i-th node because it is the variance of count vector cvi. The MIN-entropy compares the signature entropys instead of exact execution loads to decluster a signature file.
Example
3.2 Let cv; and cvj be the count vectors for the i-th node and j-th node respectively where n = 12 such that cvi =<12, 13, 15, 11, 9, 8, 15, 16, 20, 10, 16, ll>, cvj =<14, 16, 11, 13, 15, 11, 12, 12,14, 14,11, lo> . Then, the signatrue entropys of czli and cuj are 134 and 39 respectively. Therefore we know that cvj is more uniform than cvi because the signature entropy of cvj is lower than that of CVi l signature-entropy-plus, SE, + + = V(cvi + +) where 1 5 i 5 1, 1 = the total # of PNs Let P, be the a-th processing node with the minimum signature-entropy-plus. Then, we allocate the signature, sj into P,. After allocating sj , we replace cwO with cv, + + for P,. Since allocating sj into P, make the signature entropy of P, lower, the execution load of Pk becomes more uniform. If the signature-entropy-plus of Pb is the same as that of P,, then we select the processing node with lower data load between them. The pseudo code of the MIN-endropy algorithm is as follows. 3 Let cvi and cvj be the count vectors for the i-th node and j-th node respectively, where n = 12 such that cvi =<4, 5, 4, 7, 4, 6, 4, 6, 3, 5, 5, 7>, cvj =<5, 4, 7, 4, 6, 4, 6, 4, 5, 3, 7, 5> . Then, both signatrue entropys of cvi and cuj are equally 18. Suppose we have a signature, Sk to decluster such as Sk =<l, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0>, then cvi + + is <5, 5, 5, 7, 5, 6, 5, 6, 4, 5, 6, 7> and cuj + + is <4, 6, 4, 8, 4, 7, 4, 7, 3, 6, 5, 8> . Therefore, SEi + + is 12 and SEj + + is 36. The MIN-entropy allocates Sk to the i-th node that has the minimum signature-entropy-plus because allocating Sk to i-th node makes execution load of i-th node more balanced but allocating $I; to j-th node makes execution load of j-th node less balanced. 0 Since it uses not static data such as the suffix of signature used in the LCDM but dynamic information such as accumulated statistics, the MINentropy shows better performance across a variety of workloads and configurations than the LCDM. In addition, it has good properties which the LCDM does not have. That is, the MIN-entropy is scalable to the processing nodes. It is also deterministic and uses whole information of signature.
Experiments
In this section we perform experiments to compare the performance of our proposed algorithm with the LCDM. The experiments were run on a Sparc-20 workstation with 128Mbytes of main memory. The experiments use 10000 -40000 documents. Each document consists of 20 fields such as author, title and eighteen keywords.
The input and design parameters are presented in Table 1 . All the experiments were run on the same synthetic data that is used in [18] . Three types of synthetic data are generated to simulate various distributions of data set: uniform distribution, normal distribution and exponential distribution. In this experiments, we measure the data load and execution load of two signature declustering algorithms (LCDM and MIN-entropy) when the data distribution and the number of processing nodes are varied.
We evaluate the performance of two declustering algorithms mainly based on the execution load that is the main factor of the response time of signature retrieval.
We investigate three cases. The first experiment is to compare the degree of workload balance for uniform distribution data set that stands for documents with non-skewed keywords.
The second one is to compare the same factor for normal distribution data set that stands for documents with lowskewed keywords.
The final one is to compare same factor also for exponential distribution data set that stands for documents with high-skewed keywords.
In all the experiments, we use the standard deviation (SD) of loads as the measure of workload balance. The lower SD is, the more balanced workloads are. Figure 4 shows the execution load for uniform distribution when the number of processing nodes is eight and the number of documents are 10000, while the weight of signature queries is varied from 2 to 16. In a signature query with low weight, the MIN-entropy is superior to the LCDM in execution load.
However, for signature queries with high weight, the performance of two methods looks similar. The reason is that the qualified signatures for a signature query decrease as the weight of the query increases.
If the size of documents to retrieve becomes large, the difference of the performance between two methods will be clear for a query signature with high weight. Figure  6 shows the workloads for normal distribution when the number of processing nodes is eight and the number of documents are 10000.
The degree of skewness of data with normal distribution is higher than that of data with uniform distribution. It shows that the MIN-entropy provides much more balanced execution load than the LCDM. This means that a signature file declustered by the LCDM does not give a proper balanced data and execution load when data is skewed. However, the MIN-entropy provides good declustering effects for skewed data also. Figure 7 shows the workloads for exponential distribution when the number of processing nodes and the documents eight and 10000 respectively. The exponential distribution means that data is highly skewed. We can find in Figure 7 that the LCDM lost declustering effects for the high-skewed data but the MIN-entropy manages high-skewed data very well. Figure 8 shows the performace of data load for two declustering methods across the various data distributions.
The meaning of labels of X axis is as follows : UlOK, U40K, NlOK and ElOK mean uniform distribution data with 10000 documents, uniform distribution data with 40000 documents, normal distribution data with 10000 documents and exponential distribution with 10000 documents respectively.
For the non-skewed data, the MINentropy provides similar data declustering performance to the LCDM. However, the performance of the LCDM becomes worse, as the degree of data skewness increases.
On the contrary, the MINentropy provides stable declustering performance regardless of data skew.
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Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a signature file declustering algorithm, called MIN-entropy. The MIN-entropy declusters a signature file based on the signature entropy concept. The signature entropy is a measure of execution load uniformity derived from the statistical information of previously declustered signatures. Since the MIN-entropy uses dynamic information rather than static information such as the suffix of signature used in the LCDM, the MIN-entropy provides better performance across a variety of workloads and configurations than the LCDM.
We have shown through simulation experiments that the MIN-entropy outperforms the LCDM under various data distributions.
We have experimented on the three data distribution sets such as uniform, normal and exponential distribution that stand for non-skewed, low-skewed and highskewed data respectively.
In the case of uniform distribution, it provides better or similar performance to the LCDM. In the case of normal distribution, it provides better declustering effect than the LCDM. In the case of exponential distribution, it shows much better declustering effect than the [19] Ciaccia P. Zezula, P. and P. Tieberio.
Hamming filter: A dynamic signature file organization for parallel stores. In Proc. of the 19th VLDB Conf., pages 314-327, Dublin, Ireland, 1993. [20] Rabitti F. Zezula, P. and P. Tiberio. Dynamic partitioning of signature files. ACM TOIS, 9(4):336-369, October 1991.
